10 Ways to use your certification
When you can’t leave the house

1. Love your current clients.
You’ve seen emails with offers to brainstorm or just
chat. If you can provide a solution to your clients,
reach out; if you offer a solution that is specific to
the crisis, they NEED to hear from you. For example,
a maker of MLB uniforms switched to making masks
for medical professionals.
The solution doesn’t have to be medical. Can you
help clients manage newly remote teams? Can you
do an audit of expenses that will save them money?
Think about how a service you offer can provide help
to people, not just another service.
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2. Let any current clients know that you are
certified.
When you initially got certified, did you let your
current clients know with a press release? If you’re
newly certified or recently got recertified, you can
send a press release to them or just an email
communication. If your current clients have a
supplier diversity program, make sure you include
the supplier diversity representatives on that
communication. They’ll want to count and track their
spend with you. HINT: you have access to the
directory of corporate members that recognize your
certification through your national certifying
organization.
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3. Update your "online resume."
Make sure that your profile is up to date in the
national certification directories. This is where you
completed your online application initially at
Disability:IN, NGLCC, NMSDC, or WBENC. Did you
rush through your certification application? Take
some time to make sure those are ship shape. As
people rely on virtual options, their portals will be
more important.
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4. Follow the national organizations on
social media.
They are putting out resources
regularly like this SBA Loan
info and Facebook's Small Business
Grants Program.
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5. Identify the leaders of your local affiliate.
Introduce yourself to your affiliate
leader/certification director . You can find your
regional affiliate listed on the national website. They
are the ones who processed your certification
application.
IF you have something you can offer, go ahead and
do that as a donation. The regional organizations are
adjusting to the new normal, too, but they may need
volunteers to offer virtual programming, site visits or
expertise. Sign up for their newsletters to get the
latest.
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6. Develop a list of corporate targets.
Identify which companies are corporate members of
the national certifying organizations and create a list
of 5 which are good targets for your company. Pay
special attention to the industries where you have
past performance. Do you specialize in the financial
industry? Are most of your current clients
pharmaceutical companies? Find other companies in
that same space.
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7. Start a profile for each target.
The business directory where you applied for
certification has the contact information for the
supplier diversity representatives of your target
companies. Is that information correct? Look
on LinkedIn and other social media channels to be
sure the contacts are up to date. Start a profile for
each company that includes all the information you
have on their company, supplier diversity program,
and supplier diversity representatives. HINT: Set
up Google Alerts so you're notified when they are in
the news.
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8. Follow your targets on social media.
This is a good time to figure out what is
important to your target
companies AND what is important to
the supplier diversity
representatives you'll be building
relationships with. As people are
seeking out virtual connections, pay
attention to ways that you can be a
resource to solve problems.
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9. Register in their supplier diversity portals.
You have now:
• Updated your online resume
• Researched your targets
• Identified where your company can add value
This is a good time to register in the supplier
diversity portals for your target companies and
include any information that will beef up your
profile. If you have already registered, review those
to make sure your certificates, etc. are up to date.
Supplier diversity people WILL want to see you
registered in their portals. Make sure you can answer
yes to that question.
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10. Review your marketing materials including:
• Website, business cards and printed materials
• Capability Statements
Does your marketing reflect what you’ve learned about
your supplier diversity targets? Do you have the most up to
date logos on your website? Does your capability
statement reflect different past performance for different
types of customers? WBEs, are you using the Women
Owned Logo, and are you profiled in the directory?
Even if you don’t plan to make any big changes right now,
auditing those materials and having a plan in place for
when business is flowing again.
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• Diversity Masterminds® makes sure you have a plan to master your
certification. If you have more questions, feel free to reach out to Liz at
liz@diversitymasterminds.com
• Check the Diversity Masterminds® website for upcoming courses.

